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 Following are the important idioms and phrasal verb from The Hindu Editorial that we 

learnt last week. (From 20 MAY to 25 MAY). 

 Note: Read this PDF simultaneously with respective editorial to understand the better 

usage of the phrase.(Don’t try to mug up instead try to understand the inherent meaning 

with the help of editorials) 

Sr.no Particulars  Meaning 
The Hindu Editorial: Stay invested  (20/05/2024) 

1.  Take off phrasal verb Start, begin, launch, initiate, commence प्रायॊब 
होना 

2.  Stand to benefit from phrase Gain from, profit from, be advantaged by, 
reap 

The Pioneer Editorial: Hot as hades (21/05/2024) 

3.  Hot as Hades phrase Extremely hot, unbearably hot अत्मधधक गभम 
4.  As a thumb rule phrase As a general rule, typically, generally 

speaking साभान्म ननमभ के रूऩ भें 
5.  Long gone phrase No longer existing, disappeared, vanished, 

extinct, bygone गामफ 

6.  On the go phrase In a hurry, while moving, continuously busy 

चरत-ेफपयत े

7.  Brace for phrasal verb Prepare for, get ready for, anticipate, gear up 

for तमैाय होना 
The Hindu Editorial: Death of a President (22/05/2024) 

8.  At the helm phrase In a leading or commanding position नेततृ्व भें 
9.  Go down phrasal verb Descend, crash, decline, decrease, sink धगयना 
10.  Tighten one’s grip on phrase Strengthen control, solidify hold, reinforce 

dominance, secure grasp, consolidate power 

ऩय ऩकड़ भजफतू कयना 
11.  Be on fire phrase very enthusiastic, excited, or passionate 

about something 

12.  All-out war phrase Total war, full-scale conflict, intense warfare, 
no-holds-barred combat, unrestricted battle 

चौतयपा मदु्ध 

13.  Get over phrasal verb Recover, overcome, surmount, bounce back, 

move on उफयना 
14.  Get to the bottom of phrase Investigate thoroughly, uncover, find out, 

discover, get to the truth of तह तक जाना 
The Indian Express Editorial: Graduate Route visa and Rishi Sunak’s heavy hand (23/05/2024) 

15.  In the face of phrase Despite, in spite of, notwithstanding, 

regardless of, in defiance of के फावजूद 
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16.  End up phrasal verb Conclude, finish, result, terminate, wind up 

सभाप्त होना 
17.  Account for phrasal verb Constitute, make, comprise, form फनाना 
18.  On the contrary phrase Conversely, on the other hand, in contrast, 

oppositely, contrarily इसके ववऩयीत 

19.  Point out phrasal verb Indicate, show, highlight, reveal, identify 

सॊकेत कयना 
20.  Play to something phrasal verb Appeal to, cater to, exploit, pander to, 

capitalize on कुछ का राब उठाना 
21.  Step up to the task phrase Rise to the occasion, take responsibility, 

tackle, handle, address काममबाय सॊबारना 
The Hindu Editorial: Justified balance (24/05/2024) 

22.  Strike a balance phrase Achieve equilibrium, find a middle ground, 

balance, harmonize, equalize सॊतरुन फनाना 
23.  Take hostage phrase Abduct, capture, seize, kidnap, hold captive 

फॊधक फनाना 
24.  Regardless of phrase Despite, irrespective of, notwithstanding, 

without consideration of, in spite of फावजूद 

25.  On the flip side phrase Conversely, alternatively, on the other hand, 

in contrast, on the reverse side दसूयी तयप 

26.  Shore up phrasal verb Support, reinforce, strengthen, bolster, 

stabilize सभथमन कयना 
27.  At home phrase Domestically, internally, within the country, 

locally, nationally अऩना देश भें 
The Indian Express Editorial: The growing cost of climate change (25/05/2024) 

28.  Join the dots phrase Connect the pieces, see the whole picture, 
understand the connections, piece together, 

comprehend the links कडड़माॉ जोड़ना 
29.  Deal with phrasal verb Handle, manage, address, cope with, tackle 

ननऩटना 
30.  Take into account phrase Consider, factor in, include, bear in mind, 

acknowledge ध्मान भें यखना 
The Pioneer Editorial: About proportion and joys of living (20/05/2024) 

31.  Go about phrasal verb begin or carry on with an activity कामम आयम्ब 
कयना 

32.  Deal with phrasal verb Handle, manage, tackle, address, cope with 

ननऩटना 
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33.  Take place phrase Occur, happen, transpire, come about होना 
34.  Roll on phrasal verb Continue, progress, advance, move forward 

चरत ेजाना 
35.  Burn boat phrase Cut off retreat, commit oneself, take decisive 

action वाऩसी का यास्ता छोड़ना 
36.  Go through phrasal verb Experience, undergo, face, endure सहना 
37.  In due course phrase Eventually, in time, ultimately, sooner or 

later सभमानसुाय 

The Economics Editorial:Keep your student doors ajar (21/05/2024) 

38.  Go the extra mile phrase Exceed expectations, make extra effort, go 
above and beyond, strive harder, do more 

अनतरयक्त प्रमास कयना 
39.  Pump in phrasal verb Inject, invest, infuse, channel, allocate ननवेश 

कयना 
40.  Put one’s act together phrase Organize oneself, get organized, improve, get 

it together, pull oneself together खुद को 
सॊगठठत कयना 

41.  Bent on phrasal verb Determined, resolved, intent, set, fixed दृढ़ 
सॊकल्पऩत 

The Tribune: Spice crisis (22/05/2024) 

42.  At stake phrase At risk, in jeopardy, in danger, vulnerable, 

exposed खतये भें 
The Hindu Editorial: End the punishment (23/05/2024) 

43.  Stand out phrasal verb Be noticeable, be prominent, be conspicuous, 

attract attention, be distinctive अरग ठदखना 
44.  Hole up phrasal verb Hide, take refuge, seclude, shelter, stay 

concealed नछऩना 
45.  Point out phrasal verb Indicate, highlight, mention, draw attention 

to, specify इॊधगत कयना 
The dilemma of truths & half-truths (24/05/2024) 

46.  Crystal clear phrase Transparent, unambiguous, clear-cut, 

unmistakable, lucid स्ऩष्ट 

47.  Hand down phrasal verb Pass on, transmit, transfer, convey हस्ताॊतरयत 
कयना 

48.  Put across phrasal verb Convey, communicate, get across, express, 

present प्रस्ततु कयना 
49.  A way forward phrase an action, plan etc that seems a good idea 

because it is likely to lead to success 
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50.  Rule out phrasal verb Eliminate, reject, exclude, discount, dismiss 

खारयज कयना 
Road conditions hinder village development (25/05/2024) 

51.  Come to a halt phrase Stop, standstill, cease, pause, discontinue रुक 
जाना 

52.  Break down phrasal verb Malfunction, fail, collapse, disintegrate, 

deteriorate खयाफ हो जाना 
53.  In this regard phrase Concerning this, regarding this, in this 

context, on this matter, in respect to this इस 

सॊदबम भें 
54.  Result in phrasal verb Cause, lead to, bring about, produce, provoke 

ऩरयणाभ होना 
55.  Point out phrasal verb Indicate, mention, specify, note, state इॊधगत 

कयना 
Business line: AI research should proceed apace with guardrails in place (20/05/2024) 

56.  In place phrase Established, set up, ready, arranged स्थावऩत 

57.  Come true phrase Happen, materialize, become a reality, occur 

सच हो जाना 
58.  Spell doom phrase Indicate disaster, signal catastrophe, suggest 

ruin, forebode failure ववनाश का सॊकेत 

59.  Deal with phrasal verb Tackle, address, manage, handle साभना कयना 
60.  Work out phrasal verb Develop, devise, formulate, establish ववकससत 

कयना 
61.  In parallel phrase Concurrently, simultaneously, at the same 

time सभानाॊतय रूऩ से 

62.  At all cost phrase No matter what, regardless of consequences, 

at any price हय कीभत ऩय 

63.  Last but not least phrase Finally, and importantly, and most 

significantly अॊत भें रेफकन कभ भहत्वऩणूम नहीॊ 
64.  Take a hard look at phrase Examine closely, scrutinize, inspect, assess 

फायीकी से जाॊच कयना 
The daily Pioneer: Hold-back (21/05/2024) 

65.  Hold back phrasal verb Restrain, suppress, inhibit, control, contain  

ननमॊत्रित कयना 
66.  In this regard phrase in connection with the point previously 

mentioned. इस ववषम भें 
67.  As a result phrase Consequently, therefore, hence, thus, 
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accordingly  ऩरयणाभस्वरूऩ 

68.  Play a role in phrase Contribute to, be a part of, be involved in, 

participate in, have a hand in  बसूभका ननबाना 
The daily Pioneer: India’s drug detox  (22/05/2024) 

69.  Escape the radar phrase Go unnoticed, slip through the cracks, evade 
detection, fly under the radar, remain 

undetected यडाय से फचना 
70.  By all accounts phrase According to everyone, universally 

acknowledged, by general consensus, as 

reported by all, as per common belief सबी के 
अनसुाय 

71.  In the works phrase Under development, in progress, in 

preparation, being done, ongoing प्रगनत ऩय 

The cornerstone of all relationships (23/05/2024) 

72.  To the effect phrase with the purport or meaning आशम के साथ 

73.  Bring out phrasal verb Highlight, emphasize, reveal, expose, unveil.  

प्रकट कयना 
74.  Be it  phrase whether चाहे 

75.  Pay attention to phrase Focus on, heed, observe, consider, regard.  

ध्मान देना 
76.  Walk of life phrase A person's occupation or position within 

society. ऩेशा, व्मवसाम 

77.  Carry on phrasal verb Continue, persist, maintain, keep up, 

proceed.  जायी यखना 
78.  In Jeopardy phrase At risk, in danger, threatened, vulnerable, at 

stake.  खतये भें 
79.  In effect phrase Essentially, in essence, in fact, effectively, 

virtually.  वास्तव भें 
India's Medical Devices (24/05/2024) 

80.  At the heart of phrase At the core of, central to, fundamental to, 

crucial to, essential to के कें द्र भें 
81.  Play a role in phrase Contribute to, be involved in, participate in, 

be a part of, have a hand in भें बसूभका ननबाना 
Indian Express Editorial: Fund transfer from RBI to Centre (25/05/2024) 

82.  Factor in phrasal verb Include, incorporate, integrate, consider, 

account for शासभर कयना 
83.  Lender of last resort phrase a central bank or international organization 

that lends money to banks or countries in 
difficult financial periods when they cannot 
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borrow from anywhere else अॊनतभ 

84.  Work out phrasal verb Calculate, figure out, solve, determine, 

estimate ननकारना 
85.  Continue down this path phrase Persist in this direction, keep to this course, 

maintain this approach, follow this route, 

stay on this track इस यास्त ेऩय चरत ेयहना 
 


